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1: USCIS Green Card Calculator - Calculate Priority Date - Visa Bulletin
Human Activity Pattern Survey; and the American Time Use Survey. During the last 40 years, there have been
signiï¬•cant demographic changes in the U.S. For example, since , the average American has aged, become more
educated, become.

Service Center or Field Office: What does the estimated time range mean? USCIS calculate processing times
by using historical data of completed cases. They cannot project how long it will take to complete a case filed
today. USCIS generally process cases in the order they receive them. Please note that times may change
without prior notice. GC calculator is currently in beta version. We will continue to tweak the algorithm. So
dates could slightly change. Please consider this calculator as a rough estimate. Please do NOT make
important decisions based on this calculator. Since there are many factors which affects visa bulletin dates,
even USCIS may not be able to accurately estimate when PD may be current. In addition, every month these
factors changes which we cannot always estimate. Some months the dates may move twice as fast, if demand
is low. Some months the dates may not move at all, if demand is high. Your priority date have to be before
visa bulletin cutoff date to be current. Example, if visa bulletin date is 05MAY11, your priority date have to be
May 4 or earlier to be current. If you PD is May 5, you will have to wait for next visa bulletin. Visa Bulletin
dates are based on supply and demand. Supply is fixed at , per year for family based FB categories. Visas are
allocated quaterly. Since all FB categories are retrogressed, there are no spillovers in FB categories unless
there are unused visas in EB category. EB categories have two spillovers: DOS allocates these spillovers so
that EB categories use up all available quota of , per year. How accurate is this calculator? There are many
factors which affects visa bulletin date movement. Most of these factors changes every month. Hence please
consider this as a rough estimate. Based on new data received from USCIS, the dates shown above can easily
change every month or sooner. A good example of rapidly changing data is EB2 India category. Dates moved
forward by around 3 years in few months. However in the next few months, it retrogressed by around six years
and have stayed same for next 9 months. Then it moved forward by 3 years, etc. There could be big changes in
dates based on many other factors such as spillovers, etc. The calculator is unable to predict some priority
date? If we are unable to determine a "good estimate", the dates would be listed as "Unknown". A good
example is EB2 India. Since the demand is changing every month in other EB categories, we cannot estimate
how much spillovers will fall to EB2 India. Hence the estimate would be unknown at this time. My priority
date is current or will be current soon. What are the next steps? If applicant is inside US, they can file I
application:
2: The Visa Bulletin
This study compares the effect of homemaker''s employment status on children''s time allocation in single- and
two-parent families. Specifically under investigation is the effect of living in a.
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